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Revising Your Work 

How to revise your work: Stories matter. Especially now. They provide inspiration, strength, resilience, 

escape, laughter and tears. 

Time taken: The idea is that you start with the macro edit, then move on to the micro. Don’t line-edit until 

you have the POV, narration, plot, subplot, characters etc. all fixed. Generally speaking, once a draft is 

complete, it might take 1½ hours to revise 1,000 words. Write the whole thing before you edit. 

BEFORE REVISING YOUR TEXT 

Basic principles before you edit: 

Read the whole thing aloud, asking yourself the following questions: 

1.     What is at the heart of your story, its ultimate meaning? Why are you the only person who can 

write it? What is the genre? What is your main plot? The keynote is what the story is about (what the 

character wants). Then write what the character needs (what it’s really about). 

2.    Whose story is it? What is their emotional state? What do they want? What is the knot inside 

them that drives their motivation (what are they trying to unravel?)? In romance, the characters might 

help each other with their knots, whereas a protagonist and antagonist will conflict with each other. 

What is the incident that drives the story? Obstacles? What’s at stake? Why do we care? What do we 

learn? How and why is this important? How does the story end? How is it original? 

3.    Don’t be a slave to the overall story; it’s not unusual to cut stuff that inspired it. Kill stuff that 

doesn’t work, but put in a file to keep for later. 

4.    Sometimes it’s better to keep a piece of work to yourself and apply these techniques rather than 

ask for feedback. Learn from others though: try Brown and King, Self-editing for Fiction Writers. 

Believe in yourself: 17 years of rejections before the first book contract is common. Certainly, you 

should draft something three or four times before you show it to anyone. Then ask friends or crit 

partners to read it, and draft some more before showing it to a professional. 
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·         Charting your course. Draw a chart, with tension/drama as the vertical axis and characters and 

plot as the horizontal axis. Use a different colour for each plot and subplot. How do they intersect? 

Consider the pace of your story. They should cross, and a high point for one should be a low point in 

another. Think about how this intersects with the character’s knot. 

·         Dissecting chapter by chapter. Create a table arranged by chapter number, and fill in the action, 

importance, length and timeline. You can include the weather, moon phase, how many miles travelled 

(if a journey), etc. Then analyse the results. Is there enough conflict? What is at stake? Is there 

repetition? Enough action and pace? Try to have equal-length chapters. Or you might vary the length 

depending on pace; it’s OK if there’s a reason. The younger your readership is, the more 

straightforward the timeline should be. 

·         Big Picture Story Chart. Down the left-hand side, list the characters, objects, plot elements, 

themes, threads and settings for each chapter. Across the top, list the chapters. Go through and tick off 

which appears in which chapter. Is the story balanced? 

EDITING THE ACTUAL TEXT 

THE MACRO EDIT 

Print out the story/chapters/novel and work on hard copy. Go through one bit at a time. Try using 

Scrivener (you can export/import it to/from Word). 

Pro-Tip: Read each section of the text aloud. 

·         Character by character. Go through the material looking only at one character each time (use a 

highlighter pen in a different color for each). Look at their presence in the story (check that the hero is 

the most interesting), their description (is it consistent and is it enough?), their emotional arc (do they 

stay true to themselves or do they change?, but make sure they do something nice initially to grab 

interest) and their necessity (are they important?) What could my character do now to make things 

more of a mess? Use the character’s knot to raise the stakes. Also look at how they speak. This is the 

point at which you finesse dialogue as far as tone goes. Think about the way young people form 

sentences. Try to have each character speaking distinctively. 

·         Opening pages. Does the reader know enough about the main characters in the first pages? Look 

at how many characters are on the first pages. What do the readers need to know and when? What, 

where, when why – all on first page. Think about expectations that are created. Watch out for stuff 
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that you promise/pique the reader’s interest with in the first pages, as it needs to be followed through. 

Put in scene-setting details. Need to position the narrator carefully.  

·         Watch out for action without motivation. Throw in a dilemma. Characters make active choices 

that reveal something about them. If you bring up loyalty, bring in a betrayal; create argument and 

character conflict. Fantasy elements need to be integrated easily and you need to be comfortable with 

the world-building.  

·         Write from your heart. You need a sense of momentum. Decide what to share and what to hold 

back. Take a risk. Is it too confusing or wordy? Too much world-building? Too much exposition or 

dialogue? Too rushed or clichéd? Too much information on characters? If there’s a prologue, is it 

necessary?  

·        Try rewriting the opening once you’ve finished the story/book. A good start has intrigue and 

tension, is well written and compelling with good characters, and brings in one good device. If you’re 

stuck on first sentences, check some of your favorite books. 

·         Scene by scene. Draw a box around each scene and categorize according to orientation, location, 

action and purpose. Is everything pushing to the resolution? Leave out bits readers tend to skip. Here 

is where you produce a scene list: not before you write. What has changed in the scene? Is it a 

choice/decision scene or an action/consequences scene? Vary these. Is there progress or impediment? 

For which plot/subplot? A mixture of these creates depth. What is the POV for each scene and why? 

·         Color code. Have different coloured pens for exposition (telling: try to minimize), emotion, 

setting/description (check use of varied sensory language), action (is there enough?) and 

internal/external dialogue. Think about the genre again. Can highlight different things such as 

flashbacks, and also any indication of being in a different world, then check if consistent. Edit the 

material based on what you learn. 

·         Opening and closing paragraphs. Go through these at the start and end of each chapter or 

section. Identify the techniques you use. If you change POV at the start of the next chapter, bring the 

character in at the end of the previous chapter. An ending should involve unexpected inevitability.  

Then type up all the edits to the electronic version and print out again. 
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THE MICRO EDIT 

As before, you work on hard copy, and read each bit aloud as you go. 

1.    Make a list of your common errors. Or read through any feedback you have from others about 

this. Words, ideas, themes, stuff such as repetition. 

2.    Sentence by sentence. Mark a line between each sentence in red pen. Does the length of sentences 

match the pace? Is each sentence necessary and compelling? Consider the use of constructions in 

sentences. Read pages or paragraphs out of order; this tends to highlight repetition. Or read the whole 

thing aloud. 

3.    Dialogue. Check that no two characters sound the same. 

4.    Verbs. Look for active verbs; try to minimize the use of passive verbs. Look for verbs/actions you 

over-use. If you just read the verbs, would you know what was going on? Be careful with adverbs; 

use them only rarely. 

5.    Nouns. Look for precise language. Can you visualize the noun or is there too much going on? 

6.     Target readership. Imagine your target reader reading the scene. What emotion are they feeling? 

Are you feeling it too? 

7.    Cut. Take out 100 words per chapter as a game. Read it aloud. Perhaps cut a word from every 

sentence, a sentence from every paragraph, a paragraph from every section or chapter. 

Then type up your edits to the electronic file. Put it aside for a month, then print it out and read it aloud 

again before you submit it. 
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Publisher Lingo 

 Advance – a payment made by a publisher in advance of revenue they expect you to generate 

down the line.Verso 

American Booksellers Association 

BISAC Codes 

Common Core Curriculum 

Genre 

Indie press – a small, independent publishing house 

ISBN 

Recto 

Royalties – a percentage you would be given for every sale of your book, as well as other 

associated merchandise. The level of royalties differs between the likes of the industry standard 

(larger publishing houses), to lower percentages offered by smaller presses SASE 

Slush Pile 

Solicited submissions – the opposite to unsolicited submissions, you need to have an agent to 

submit your manuscript on your behalf. 

Unsolicited submissions – this means you don’t need to be represented by an agent to submit 

your manuscript. This is also known as ‘no agent required.’ 

  

Publisher Lingo 
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●        Advance – a payment made by a publisher in advance of revenue they expect you to generate down 

the line.Verso 

●        American Booksellers Association 

●        BISAC Codes 

●        Common Core Curriculum 

●        Genre 

●        Indie press – a small, independent publishing house 

●        ISBN 

●        Recto 

●        Royalties – a percentage you would be given for every sale of your book, as well as other associated 

merchandise. The level of royalties differs between the likes of the industry standard (larger publishing 

houses), to lower percentages offered by smaller presses. 

●        SASE 

●        Slush Pile 

●        Solicited submissions – the opposite to unsolicited submissions, you need to have an agent to submit 

your manuscript on your behalf. 

●        Unsolicited submissions – this means you don’t need to be represented by an agent to submit your 

manuscript. This is also known as ‘no agent required.’ 

  

 


